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A STUDY OF ELECTROSTATICALLY COUPLED .CIRCUITS. 

With a view to justifying an extended investigation· 
of electrostatic coupling--•if such a justification is needed•-~ 
let us consider one applloation whl,.ch this. kind of coupling 

might have in radio science. 
The :problem which I was work~ng on when the Great 

War drew our Nation into the struggle; :was that of produ?:ing 
' 

harmonic oscillations in an antenna such as that used .for 
wireless telegraphy. The advantage of such en arrangement 
is apparent to an operator who desires to use a large antenna 
for receiving signal.a and yet who on account of the law or 

for other reasons must use in transmitting, a .wave length 
which is ba.t a fraction of the natural, or fundamental, wave 

length .of the antenna circuit. If his antenna circuit could 
be made to oscillate with a wave length which is the first 

harmonic of the fundamental, he could transmit a wave which 
would have only one-third the length of the fundamental• If · 
this were not short enough for his purposes,- he might use the 

second harmonic. 
· · Just before the War Department ordered our. wireless · 

set dismantled, I was able to produce these harmonics in the 
.antenna which had with the rest of its circuit a fundamental 
wave length of 665 meters~ I had time to try only magnetic 
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coupling between circuits. When the primary circuit of our 

transmission set is· tuned to the same wave length as the ftlllda-

mental of the antenna. circuit we find that the antenna. circuit 

oscillates fundamentally • . These statements _ a.re true,.assuming 

that the coupling between circuits is not tight enough to allow 

the secondary to react on the primary, thereby giving two waves, 

one above and one below the -one we expect• When I tuned my 

primary to a wave length one-third that of the :fundamental I 

got in the antenna. this first harmonic with no trace of the 

fundamental. or ·. any other wave length. By reducing the wave 
\ 

length of the primary to one-fifth that of the fundamental I 

obtained the secon~ harmonic in the antenna. 

For the fundamental our primary circuit probably 

has .only enough inductance to give the needed coupling to the 

antenna circuit, and all the capacity possi.ble, consistent 
/ '" ) /) _ _,; ·... 4~/}-·-~Q4 . . . :·--·--,.·~ ··· · 

with ·the wave ./length, >' to keep the energy o~ the circuit .. at 
/ 

a high value, having a. fixed potential available. Now if we 

wish to produce th~ first harmonic, we must reduce the product 
._..,. ... 

of inductance and · capacity to one-ninth 1 ts value :for the fun-

damental. But since our inducts.nee is already ·no more than 

we need for our magnetic coupling, it must be the caps.oi ti' 

and consequently the energy of our system which is reduced, 

since w = 1/2 CV8
• 





Electrostatic . coupling between the circuits offers 

a solution to this problem for we can then reduce the induc-

ts.nae without affecting either the 1 coupling or the energy of 

the circuit. 
So it was that the foregoing work seemed to lead 

logically to a study of the characteristics of electrostatic 

coupling. Mr• Laurens E. Whittemore of the Physics Depart• 

ment was just beginning such a study, and so we carried on 

the work together. 

Our purpose in this research was first to inves- 1 

tigate the mathematical theory of electrostatioa11y coupled 

circuits and to test experimentally the truth of the con-

clusions drawn, then second to study by means of the Braun 

tube and undamped oscillations the relations existing 
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between the variables in the eleotrostatically coupled 

circuits using various values for the coefficient of coupling. 

"E. Bellini (l) has worked out the mathematical 

theory of the general case of electrostatically coupled 

c1rcuits, such as in Fig. l, by solving the differential 

equations which mEJi' be set up for the circuits from Kirchoff's 

Laws. Mr. Whittemore took the easier way and solved the 

equations set up in complex notation forn:t· I will merely 
~------,1~i;-i~1~;;-m;~t;~~;;-xmi:-2~:-241~-i9i6:-- ----~-



outline :Mr. Whittemore's work. 

The equations for potential drops and currents 

taken in the dlreoti one indic_ated by the. arrows for tlla 

primary, secondary, end intermediate circuits are the 

folloWing: 

f., ( 3P, L, + l .) t: 0 ) + = jp, c, jp,C/ 
1- )+ 

I 

l:z ( jp$ L2 + i2 0 
~peC2 = jpeCe ) 

··1 I . I 

, .• ~,f ' + ia + ia 12 , 0 jp, o; jpaCs 3paC~ + ~peCe = 

1 ' I c: 1, + ia 
i I 

2.. ·= i.2. + ia 

Assuming that p, = pe = pa, equating the determinant to 

zero, and solving for p• 

P' e = 

pu 2 = 

where 

and 

4 
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.. 
Ne2 = ( ct) 2 

t c,' c~) G, G~- ilhere Ne is the coefficient of coupling. 

l - 1 
Cr - C1' 

l l l + -, + - + -1 
Ci. 0 3 03 

Taking the special case Where the frequencies of the two 

circuits are the same before coupling J _-

l - -~l + l ~ -- - -;:rr ... L, c. C1 
l f.....L + ;J_) = 47'n2 r;;,- C,_ C.i ) -

where n is the natural frequency o:f each circuit; from which 

we get 
~p' = 211n 

pn ~v 41rn2 -Ct Ct 
L C'.,_ LC'"' 

J I :t. 1.. 

).' _il - Ne' 
)..." il + Ne 

' where A and ,t• are wave lengths. 

When the frequencies of the two circuits are the same 

after coupling, i.e. when each circuit was tuned· to tbs same 

wave length with the intermediary coupling condensers 

connected 

and we get 

p' .,. -J l - Ne 
- L, G, _ 

p" ... -J l + tle' 
L1 G1 

n' == n il + Ne 
I 

or ·A == 
Yl +.Ne 



n" = n 1)1 - Ne or .t ,, = 
-il-Ne' 

In both cases the shorter wave corresponds to the 

naturai frequency of one of the single circuits without 

the coupling condenser. 

To comply with the condition that each circuit 

have the same frequency before coupling we excited each 

circuit separately, when the coupling capacities were not 

connected, by a. spark gap and transformer and tuned each 

to the· desired wave length., as determined by a r_esonating 

wave meter. The circuits were then connected electro-

statically and the system excited using a spark gap in one 

circuit. The waves present in each circuit were determined 

with the wave meter. 
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For the other condition, we tuned each circuit when 

the other circuit was broken somewhere not between the coupling 

connections. The connections were then made and the wave 

lengths in each circuit determined. The theory was tested 
£or the extremes in values for· coupling as well as for a 

number of intermediate values. We increased capacities 

conveniently sometimes by merely shorting the condenser. 



The following is the data for our observed and 
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calcµleted values, ],;from, which Fig. 2 is plotted: 

OBSERVED,\ -CALCULATED 
ne A A.' A." (l'' n 

.so ..--- 290 908 3.13 290 872 .o 1.00 

• 50 .......... 407 727 1.78 .1 1.10 

.50 510 414 722 1.74 417 722 .2 1.22 

;oo ........... 525 525 1.00 .3 1.36 

~20 ....... 285 358 1.26 .4 1•53 

• 20 315 285 355 1.25 .5 1•73 

.32 ......... 405 59'7 1~47 405 564 .6 2.00 

• 43 --- 296 465 1.57 ~7 2~~38 

.50 300 515 1.71 300 520 .a 3.00 

• 50 363 291 520 1.79 .9 4.36 

.43 355 300 475 1.58 298 470 .. l.O oC 

.40 450 390 553 1·~:4:2 381 582 

.20 342 322 375 1.16 

.20 450 410 495 1.21 

.14 2i5 200 237 1.18 201 233 

.14 .198 243 1.22 198 232 

1.00 317 225 oc oC 

1.00 .317 555 2781 clJ . oQ 

1.00 153 555 150 oC oD 

1.00 218 157 oC oc 





The curve (Fig. 2) gives a good comparison 

of observed and calculated values. We see that as our 

coefficient of coupling, Ne, approaches closer and closer 

to unity, one wave approaches infinity in length under both 

conditions of tuning. When the circuits are in tune after 

aoupling~while the one wave length approaches infinity the 

other approaches sero. But in the case of tuning b.efore 

coupling we have our one wave always the same ·while the 

other approaches infinite length and no energy content. 

Thia is. surely an ideal state of things when we can transfer 

nearly all of the energy of the primary into the secondary 

and yet have that energy in only one wave. 
·The Braun tube method of studying the arc phenom-

ena o:f single circuits is not by any means new, but we are 

reasonably sure that the effects produced by electrostat-
icallW coupling a secondary circuit have never been inves-

tigated by this method• 

8 

Professor Simon( 2) explored the "dynamic character.is- . 

tictt of an alternating current arc by means of a Braun tube 

arranged so that "the cathode re:g pointer was deflected 

horizontally by the a.re current and vertically by the: po-

. tentie.1 difference across the arc. The closed curve he 

obtains is of the form of Figure 3 and shows a. phenomenon _ .. ____________ .. ____ .__ ......... -.... -..... -~ ... --... -.............. ______ ........ ~------:-.. 
(2)H• ~- Simon, "Phys. Zeitschr." VI. P• 297. 1905; 

· VII, P• 423, 1906. 
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called "arc hysteresis.n ~is shows very nicely-how 
/~:.::;···-·:_=:,'.·) 

the variables are related'·~.~·. th~.~/ the arc is said to have a 

falling characteristic. In l~OO Mr. Duddell (3 ) showed that 

a D.C. a.re gave out a musicaJ. note when it was shunted by 

a condenser and inductance of proper p:roportions. The mes t 

extensive and valuable study o:f the dynamic oharaoteristics 

of the oscillating arc was made by Simon and his students~ 
{4) . 

Mr. Hidetsugu Yagi has investigated the reacting 1 

effect of a magnetically coupled secondary circuit upon 

the oscillation o:f a carbon arc. In our experiments we are 

substituting known value of electrostatic coupling for his 

magnetic coupling. 

There are three types of oscillations which may be 

obtained with an a.re. If there were no osci.llations the 

current thru the a.re, 10 , would be nearly oo~stant. The 

condenser discharge thru the a.re tends to superpose a 

sinusoidal current and make the current pulsating. So long 

as 10 is larger than the amplitude of pulsation, there is no 

extinction of the ar,c·and the· oscillation is-said to be of 

the "first type~· The oacilla.ti on of · this type· is genera.liy , 

obtained in musical arcs. When the fluctuation becomes 

larger than. i 0 , there will .be a. duration of no current and the 

a.re wi~l be extinguished for a moment. If the arc extinguishes, 
--~--~----~~-~-~-~-~---~~~~----~~---~~-~---~------~~-~~-~-----~ 

(3jw. Duddell, "Journal I.E.E •• Vol. 30, p. 232, 1900. 
(4 Hideaugu Yagi, Procl. Inst·. of Radio Engineers, 4, 

p. 371, 1916. 
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. a constant current, 'o, will flow/into the condenser end 

charge it up until its potential becomes suf:ficiently high 

to cause the next discharge across the arc gap. This is 

called the "oscillation of the second type" and is most 

readily obtained in practice a.t radio frequencies, e·specia.lly 

when there is any dissimilarity. of electrode material. I£ 

the terminal P. n. which becomes reversed at the extinction 

is large enough to ca.use a discharge acrose·the gap, it will 
I 

light a small a.re in the opposite direction. The oscillation 

with this reverse discharge is of the third type. The three 

types are dia.gramatioally represented in Fig. 4, as taken 
from Yr. Yagi's paper. 

As the second type of oscillations a.re used in 

radio science, we have used 'this type in our study• 

In our experimental work we studied the relations 

between l)di ,and 1 .in the .primary,, where i is current; 2} .dt . . ... 
P•~· across condenser. i~ sec?ndary, and primary current; 

3)1 in seconda~,~d i.in pri~y; 4} P.D. across arc, 

and secondary 1; 5) ft 2 and i~; 6) P.D. across arc, and 

11, ._which however .was not very suooe~sful because our Braun 

tube was not constructed so as to give us the necessary -

amplitude for our potential deflections. Before beginning 

the above studies in electrostatic coupling we reproduced 
.. . . ~ 

som~ of Mr. Yagi's work with magne~i~ aouplin~ in order 

to be sure that the apparatus was being used in the proper 
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way and to accustom ourselves to· the manipulations 

necessary• 

Figure 5 shows diagramatioally the arrangement of 

apparatus. for our work as uwed with. the various connections. 

We shall.call the circuit shunting the a.re th.a primary 

circuit. Our first experimental problem was to construct 
an arc which woUld give us fairly persistent oscillations.in 

our shunt circuit. They had to be steady enough ~o produce '1 

a figure on the Braun tube screen which could be photographed~ 

After manu trials and failures of different arrangements 

we finally used the enclosed arc shown in the diagram, wi 1h 

fair success. The negative electrode was a solid carbon 

rod abo.ut one centimeter in diameter w1 th its end filed 

off flat. This last is necessary to keep the arc from 

varying in le;ngth as it moves around. · The carbon should 

be rotated slowly to :prevent the aro from oonsumi:ng one 

point on the carbon, but this ·we did not do1a.s We found it 

sufficient to turn the carbon part way around once in a. while, 

or to substitute a new carbon. Sometimes we used a longi-

tudinal magnetic field, which ce.µsed the arc to revolve 

about the axis of the carbon. The trane~erse magnetic 

field produced more vigorous oscillations but generally 
not such steady ones as no field at all. 



The arc was enclosed in a porous cup which was properly 

closed with asbestos and provided with a. peep hole for 

the adjustment of the arc and alcohol drip shovvn in the 

diagram. A flame from a bunsen burner kept the porous 
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cup hot so ·that the alcohol which dripped down on the inside 

was quickly vaporized. The alcohol vapor ,seemed necessary, 

for, as soon as the alcohol gave out the oscillations 

stopped. This alcohol vapor has the effect of steepening 

the characteristic curve of the a.re. 

Our l3re.un tube did not have some features which 

we wanted but we used it as it was. There was only 

one diaphragm in the tube when there should have been 

two to make the spot on the screen small and clearly 

defined• A focusing coil placed as in the d:.rawing helped 

us greatly in obtaining a bright and fairly well defined spot. 

The strength of the field of this coil and its direction 
. . 

had to be adjusted by eX];>eriment ·for the best .e:f'feot. We 

were troubled by the jumping of the beam, due probe.blu 

to the aocwnula.tion of charges on various parts. of the 

tube, until we partially covered tm large end of the 

tube with tinfoil and put a strip of foil around the tube 

close to the positive eleotrodeJgrounding each of these 

foils along with the positive electrode. Current deflec-

tions were obtained by passing the current thru two coils 



placed on opposite sides o'f' the tul;le so that their magx:etic 

fields would add. In our experiments two coils of twenty 

turns each were used in series. For potential deflections a 

couple of metal plates were held as close as possible to 

the tube and on opposite sides. If our plates had been 

sealed into the tube we wouJ.d have been able to get 

larger deflections for the potentials used---a thing which 

we often needed. For running the tube we used a two-plate 

Wimsrhurst electrostatic machine driven by a motor. 

Placed a little to one side of the tube and 

focused on the front of the screen we had our camera. 

With an f. 6•3 Anastigmat lens and Cramer's Isochromatio 

plates an exposure of from one-fifth to three-fifths of 

a second was sufficient for good photographs. Once in a 

while we thought our plates showed th~ effects of x•ra.ys, 
., 

probably from the aluminum diaphragm in the tube. 

The ammeters used in the two oscillatory 

circuits were of the; hot wire type, each being calibrated 

with the line ammeter and direct current. However, as 

the secondary current meter was burned out just.preceding 

its calibration, it was.ce.~ibre.ted using a wire and 

shunt as nearly like the original as possible. At a~ 

rate, even if the values thereby given are only approximate, 



-we know relative values from the readings. 

The inductance in each circuit aside fr.om that 

!ti the deflection coils was in the shape of a. spiral. 

The capacity was made up of seotions of Murdock molded 

condensers of' approXimately • 0017 microfara.ds ca.paci tu 
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each• The capacities of all sections were assumed equal 

when the coefficient of coupling was calculated. A variable 

air condenser, with a capacity at :fifty-five scale di vis_ions 

equal to that of one section of condenser, was used with 

the coupling capacity to make the coupling continuously 

variable. 
When the switches shown in the second&,1f circuit 

are thrown towards the spark gap we have a means ·of 

exciting our secondary for tuning purposes. The wave meter 

consisted of an induotanc e in series w1 th a variagle air 

condenser calibrated for wave lengths. A low pressure 

hydrogen tube was connected a.cross the terminal.a of the 

inductance or condenser, to indicate ma..~imum potentials 

in the circuit. 

On the line side o:f the arc there was some dead 

resistance for controlling the current thru the arc, as 

well ae ·a large inductance in ea.ch line to prevent oscilla-

tions from the shunt circuit from getting into the line. · 

The inductance in each line was the secondary of3·comne rcial 
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house sup.ply transformer• As an a.ddi tional precaution against 
I 

the straying of the oscillations, three incandescent lamps 

. were placed in series across the line. 

In our work we found it very convenient to short-

. circuit C•, Ca, and C2, and to use one section of condenser 
I I I 

for 0 1 and C2 ea.ch. leaving Ca for varying the coupling. 

With this arrangement and with all the ca.:paci ty we had 

available. the coupling could be varied from zero to over 

ninety per cent• 

In each case we were careful to have our circuits 

tuned so that they satisfied the condition of resonance 

before coupling• The wave length of an oscillation in the 

primary circuit; which seemed to be readily reproduced, was 

determined and the secondary was tuned to that, without 

the coupling by means of the spark gap and transformer. 

Now according to the theory which we have verified in the 

first part of this work we should always have this original 

frequency in each of the circuits no matter what the value 

of the coupling. Therefore after coupling we placed tm· 

wave meter near tre· primary.circuit and adjusted the arc 

until the tube on the meter glowed when the instrument was 

set for the .original wave length. 
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The· same procedure was used in obtaining ea.oh 

series of relations between variables. Having our deflecting 

coils and plates on the tU:be properly connected, we began 

with zero coupling between the circuits and increased to tm 

maximum taking photographs as we proceeded . whenever we got 
a. new figure ore. great change in a preceding one. As .each 

photograph.was taken, we noted the value of the coefficient 

of coupling and the primary, secondary, and line currents. 
For the two current deflections we used two sets of coils 

at right angles on the tube, which had for our purposes 

practically no mutual inductance, as we found by teat. 
The following table gives in the rows the series 

withthe same variables while the columns give those figures 

of the different series with app~oximately the same. coupling. 

Since a figure generally evolved gradually into the next 
-· -· . 

figure ,~aken:.~in~--tha.t . series we can easilU "interpolate" 

figures to fill out some of our columns, if we care to develop 

the set of figures with any certain coupling• 



CLASSIFICATION OF PHOTOGRAPHS ACCORDING TO COUPLING VALUES. 

Numbers in table refer to numbers on photographs. 

(1) 

(2) 

·1;-- ---. i 

n 
Coupt o ~ 30 
l~n~ · _ 

--· % +-~"'''"'·~·-z.;;;_ 
:j 

d~./ .. ·• dy:t.· 

~ 20 21 J.l: 

i 
(3) If. 29 

v re 
(4) ~ i 38 

l 

di2:1 
( 5) dt .i 47 
--~l 

..J .. ~·------·- .. ··i~-' 

23 

31 

39 

21 

32 

40 41 · 

49 
48 50 

... 

24 26 

.33 34 

42 
43 

52 
51 53 

27 28 -
35 

45 
44 46 -

54 57 
55 .. 56 58 

t-t 
~ • 
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In figure 7 we have plotted the current values 

in the secondary circuit as they varied with the coupling 
I \ 

as obtained in .,series ( 4). Similar curves were obtained 

for the other series except in series (1) and (3) where 
the second maxima seem to be missing• Considering 

Figure.'jj, the first maximum o:f cur~ent occurs at a. place 

wher.e the value of coefficient of coupling was sixty ., 
percent. Now if the curve (Fig. 2) showing t _ for 

various coup~ing values; be consulted_, it will be seen 

that for Ne = ~0%. ~: = 2. The second maximum on Fig, 

7 is at Ne = ao%, at which value by curve l, >..'' = 3. . ._ ').' 
By reference to the photographs of the f!°gures obtained ,, 
at these- values the values of Lobtained above ~ye".Vt!-Tif·iecL 

~ . . 

• Therefore when the ratio of the two frequencies is an 

integer the root mean square value of the current is a 

maximum. The variation of. ~h~ primary current also 

shown in Fig. 7. leads us to the.conclusion as stated for 

·the secondarf circuit• Nothing definite can be said about 

the line current unless it is that it seems to be a 

minimum when the oscillating current is a maximum. 

As series (l) gives us the value of &t• with 

respect to 11 , it is useful for the exploration of the 

variation of currents, and consequen t;l.Y potentials, with 
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respect to time. Let us take figures which were obtained 

with 82% coupling and develop the curves for time. 
Fig. B shows, first the figure as obtained from tl:e 

photograph properly placed for develo:ptnent,and then the 

reeu.l ting curve. This is not the actual shape of our 
wave, a.a we cannot determine equal intervaJ.s of time 

on ou:r figure, but it does tell us something of the 

number and relative ;E>OSi tions o:f maxima, minima, and constant. 

values • . One thing we do know is that the areas per cycle 

above. and below the i,. line must be equal because the 

quantity of electric! ty put into the conde:p.ser (equal to 

fidt) is equal to that discharged. b;r it. 

Fig. 9 gives the potential across the second.B.1Y 

condenser with as it varies with time. This is obtained 

from the figure to the left by comparison w1 th the curve 

obtained in Fig. a. By the same method Fig• 10 is drawn. 

As Fig·. 10 plots the relation between secondary current a.rd 

time, we should be able to get the same shaped curve by 

developing the cyclic diagram of the secondary current and 

its time rate of change. as shown in Figure 11• It will be 

seen that these figures do agree. Figf 9, 10, and ll are 

drawn for only a half c;rcle or a little more. The relation 

between P. D. across the e.ro and secondary current is not 
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developed because. of the uncertainty of the path as shown 

by the :phot_ograph• Fig• 12 shows how the addition of two 

sine curves, one with "Lihree times the frequency of the other 

gives a curve similar to the one obtained inFig. 10•. One 

the shape of Fig. 8 may be obtained by adding the two curves 

as above if the phase relations a.re changed a quarter of a 

period. This relation between the frequencies is in 
I 

agreement .'1i:th 1ii:e determination made heretofore • 
./ 

Figures subsequent -00 Fig. 12 a.re photographs of 

the figures produced on the Braun tube screen. The figures 

of the same series or those with the same o·oupling value 

may be picked _out bu reference to the; table on pa.ge/7, 

From this study one is encouraged to believe that 

electrostatic coupling shoUld ha~e a place in the trans-

ference o:f energy between radio circuits first, be_oause a 

high degree of coupling is possible and second, because 

there is practically only one wave in the circuits when such 

a high coupling value is used. 

I desire to thank l!r. Laurens E. Whittemore 

of the Physics Department for his constant and untiring 

direction and help in this work. To the Physics Depa:rtmenb. 

also I wish to express my appreciation for the use of 

apparatus used in this research. 
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